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An Active Uprighting Mechanism for Flying Robots
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Abstract—Flying robots have unique advantages in the exploration of
cluttered environments such as caves or collapsed buildings. Current systems, however, have difficulty in dealing with the large amount of obstacles
inherent to such environments. Collisions with obstacles generally result in
crashes from which the platform can no longer recover. This paper presents
a method to design active uprighting mechanisms for protected rotorcrafttype flying robots that allow them to become upright and subsequently
take off again after an otherwise mission-ending collision. This method is
demonstrated on a tailsitter flying robot, which is capable of consistently
uprighting after falling on its side using a spring-based “leg” and returning
to the air to continue its mission.
Index Terms—.

I. INTRODUCTION
Flying robots have the unique advantage of being able to provide
human operators with an elevated viewpoint of places and objects otherwise inaccessible to people. They are especially useful for exploration
of hard-to-reach places such as collapsed buildings, irradiated nuclear
power plants, and underground mines that ground-based robots would
have trouble navigating because of clutter on the ground. Such environments, however, present flying robots with additional challenges that
are not faced in outdoor flight. A lack of reference points, light, or the
presence of smoke complicates precise navigation and the presence of
many irregular obstacles makes obstacle avoidance very challenging.
Even nature’s best flying insects occasionally collide with windows
or other objects, but are subsequently capable of getting up again and
returning to the air through the use of their wings and legs [1], [2].
In this paper, we address the challenge of returning to the air after an
uncontrolled landing that may result from a collision. More specifically,
we present a method to design active uprighting mechanisms that can
be integrated into a protected flying robot, which allows it to stand up
and take off again after a fall to the ground. To be successful, it must
fulfill three major requirements.
1) Repeatability: It must be able to consistently upright the platform
from any possible position that it may fall in.
2) Adaptability to the environment:It must work on different surface
types, angles, and with various amounts of obstacles such as walls
or objects.
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3) Integration: It must not impede the flight capabilities of the robot,
and thus remain lightweight, low power, and unobtrusive.
The paper begins by presenting related work in uprighting for robots
that move in the air. The following section describes the basic theory
involved in uprighting of flying platforms and a method of integrating
uprighting into a variety of types of rotorcraft. The method is then
applied to design a spring-based uprighting mechanism for a small
tailsitter flying robot. An autonomous prototype is then built and a
series of tests is performed to evaluate its performance and robustness.

II. RELATED WORK
Several flying platforms exhibit the capability of perching (that is
controlled landing on a predefined surface) and subsequently taking off
again. Most hovering platforms, for example, have landing gear and
can land on and take off from flat surfaces, in some cases even autonomously [3]. The morphing micro air and land vehicle [4], a small
fixed-wing platform with wheel legs, can land on a flat surface but can
only take off again from an elevated position and with a sufficient runway. A glider capable of attaching to a vertical wall and subsequently
detach has also been demonstrated [5], as was a powered airplane that
can actively return to flight after attachment [6]. All of these systems,
however, can only take off if they land in a predefined position and,
generally, cannot return to flight from any arbitrary position.
To the best of our knowledge, very few flying platforms have been
built specifically with the ability to upright and return to flight. A flying
version of the Scout-wheeled robot features an extendable leg meant
to upright the platform before flight [7]. This platform, however, is
primarily designed as a ground platform and as such has very limited
flight capabilities. The first version of the AirBurr robot [8] uses a
passive gravity-based technique combined with optimized morphology
to return to takeoff position when on the ground. This solution is
simple as it does not add any extra actuators to the structure. Its main
drawbacks, however, are that it only works on flat ground and that
the platform requires substantial free space to return to the air. Any
obstacle in its path blocks the takeoff maneuver.
Gravity-based uprighting mechanisms have also been implemented
on jumping robots such as the EPFL jumper [9] and the Jollbot [10] and
hybrid flying-jumping robots such as the Hopping Rotochute [11] to
enable consecutive jumps. All gravity-based mechanisms suffer from
the same drawbacks, however, requiring flat and obstacle-free ground
to properly upright. Some jumping robots use active mechanisms to
upright themselves, such as a series of robots designed by the United
States National Aeronautics and Space Administration that use direct
actuation of flaps to stand up [12]. The mechanism only works in some
landing positions and is not optimized for weight, which is an important
consideration for flying systems.

III. METHOD
In order to devise a method to design an active uprighting mechanism, we must first define the global shape and center of gravity (COG)
position of the platform. Cluttered environments require a protective
cage around the rotor(s) [8], and thus, most protected rotorcraft can
be roughly modeled as truncated cones, with diameter defined by the
size of their propellers. Fig. 1 shows the three most common robotic
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Fig. 1. Three types of hovering platforms that, when adapted with protective
cages for flight in cluttered environments, take the general shape of a truncated
cone: (A) a quadrotor, (B) a coaxial helicopter, and (C) a tailsitter. (D) Simplified
diagram of the same truncated cone on its side before uprighting. A mass with
a COG at point c must rotate about point a using uprighting force Fu located
at an arbitrary point d to return to the upright position depicted in (A–C).

rotorcraft configurations (quadrotors, coaxial helicopters, and tailsitters) and how they fit this general model.
Active uprighting can be reduced to the process of returning a truncated cone to its upright position, ready for vertical takeoff. Due to the
symmetry of a cone in the vertical axis, the problem can be further
reduced to a 2-D rotation of a mass [as depicted in Fig. 1(D)] about
point a through the application of an uprighting force Fu at an arbitrary
point d. As the force output of an actuator is, generally, proportional
to its weight and power requirements, minimizing this uprighting force
is essential for a flying system. Two conditions must be met for this
rotation to occur. First, the uprighting moment created by the force Fu
at the point d about point a must be greater than the moment created by
gravity acting on the COG with a force Fg . The minimum magnitude
of Fu for this condition Fu a m in follows the equation:
Fu a m in =

Fg cos θg a da c
da d cos θu a

1) The COG c should be as close to the rotation point a as possible,
as minimizing da c decreases Fg a m in (1). In addition, moving the
COG to the right toward point a moves it away from point b,
increasing db c , and thus increasing Fu b m in .
2) If the COG can be moved to the right of point a, the angle θg a
and, subsequently, Fg a m in become negative (1). This corresponds
to the case of gravity-based uprighting [8] where no uprighting
force is required.
3) Point d should be as far as possible from point a and as close as
possible to point b to avoid rotation around point b (3).
Implementing the previous guidelines in the design of an active
uprighting mechanism is not always a straightforward process as aerodynamics, weight, morphology, position of control surfaces, and the
COG must all be balanced in order for the platform to be able to fly.
Simple changes to the platform’s morphology, however, such as modifying the protective cage (and thus contact points a and b) can facilitate
uprighting without significantly affecting flight performance.
Once a platform type is selected and its morphology adapted for
active uprighting, the next step is to select a method to generate the
uprighting force Fu . Using existing rotors (in forward or reverse) has
the great advantage of not adding any weight to the platform and
should be used whenever possible. The force available from onboard
rotors, however, is limited due to several reasons; the force is not
always in the desired direction throughout uprighting, rotors turning
in reverse are less efficient and the individual rotors of a multirotor
system provide limited force. To increase uprighting efficiency, thrust
can be vectored in the desired direction using smartly placed control
surfaces or by rotating the motors, although at the cost of additional
mechanical components, servo-motors, and increased complexity.
When on-board rotors do not suffice, an additional mechanism must
be implemented. One example consists of a beam attached to the platform that pushes against the ground and is powered by an additional
actuator such as a DC motor.
As the platform rotates around point a, the direction of the uprighting
force may change, as does the force due to the weight of the platform.
A model should, thus, be created based on (1) and (3) to evaluate the
required force during the entire uprighting action to dimension the
force generation method to provide enough uprighting force.
To summarize, these are the steps in our method to design active
uprighting systems.
1) Choose a platform type (quadrotor, coaxial, etc.).
2) Modify cage morphology to facilitate uprighting.
3) Choose uprighting force generation method(s).
4) Model method throughout uprighting action.
5) Build and integrate into flying system.

(1)

Second, the uprighting force Fu also creates a moment about point
b. There is, thus, also a minimum force Fu b m in at which the mass will
rotate around point b, which follows a similar equation. As neither
points a nor b are fixed to the surface, in order for the mass to rotate
around point a and not point b, Fu a m in must be less than Fu b m in :
Fu a m in < Fu b m in

(2)

cos θg b db c
cos θg a da c
<
.
da d cos θu a
db d cos θu b

(3)

Equations (1) and (3) provide interesting insight into the position,
direction, and magnitude of the uprighting force Fu and the position
of the COG required for rotation around point a. It can be summarized
as follows.

IV. DEMONSTRATION ON A TAILSITTER ROBOT
In this paper, we use the AirBurr platform as a proof of concept
to demonstrate the presented method. The AirBurr robot is a coaxial
tailsitter design that was first introduced in [8]. The core of the robot
is based on a central vertical fuselage topped with two main motors
for lift and yaw control. The center of the fuselage contains the control
electronics and the battery. The bottom of the fuselage contains the
control surfaces used for roll and pitch control.
To make the platform robust to contact, it is surrounded with a
protective cage made of carbon fiber. The cage is designed to be larger
near the propellers and smaller near the control surfaces to facilitate
uprighting according to the guidelines in Section III. In addition, the top
of the cage is extended and ends in a point, facilitating gravity-based
uprighting (see [8]).
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tube “feet” at the end of each beam [see Fig. 2(B)] provide a more stable
anchor point on uneven ground. The legs are retracted using nylon
string attached to their tips, which are rolled up using four individual
DC motors with a 225:1 gear ratio [see Fig. 2(A)]. Retraction is detected
using infrared (IR) proximity sensors.
The AirBurr robot is controlled by a motherboard, called the BurrMove, and a system of daughter boards, all designed in-house [see
Fig. 2(C)]. The BurrMove printed circuit board includes power management, actuation for flight motors, control surfaces and DC motors,
and a radio receiver. The daughter boards contain accelerometers and
gyroscopes required by the inertial measurement unit (IMU), a radio
connection to a base station and four IR sensors.
A simple autonomous uprighting controller is implemented on top
of the regular flight controller. The controller uses the accelerometer
(also used for flight control) to detect the orientation of the platform. If
the controller detects that the platform is on its side, it will unravel all
four legs to return the platform to a vertical position. Once the platform
is vertical and standing on its bottom ring, all legs are retracted into
their closed position, ready for takeoff.
V. RESULTS

Fig. 2. AirBurr prototype with integrated active uprighting mechanism.
(A) shows one half of the rollup mechanism used to close the legs for flight.
(B) shows the end of the “leg” with attached “feet” for stability. (C) shows the
control electronics and on-board sensors.

A working prototype of the platform is put through a series of tests
to evaluate its performance based on the design requirements: repeatability, adaptability to the environment, and integration. A successful
uprighting is one that can return the platform to an upright position
ready for takeoff, that is, with an angle between the ground and the
fuselage of more than 70◦ .
A. Repeatability

When the robot lands on its top, the placement of the COG and
the shape of the cage will make it rotate onto its side using gravity
alone (see [8]). When it lands on its side, however, the main rotors
cannot provide force in the correct direction to upright the platform,
as they are almost inline with the bottom ring (rotation point a) and,
thus, provide little uprighting torque. An additional mechanism using
extending “legs” attached to the fuselage through a spring is, thus,
chosen.
A model based on (1) and (3) is used to evaluate the force required
from the legs at various attachment points [see Fig. 3(A)] to optimize the
size of the spring and the attachment point of the legs during the entire
uprighting process [see Fig. 3(B)]. Fig. 3(C) shows the varying spring
factor profiles based on the spring’s attachment point to the fuselage. As
the attachment point moves from the bottom of the platform to the top,
the initial spring factor decreases since the length of the leg decreases.
However, the angle between the leg and the ground increases, and
thus, a smaller component of the force at the tip of the leg is used to
upright the platform. There is, thus, an optimal attachment position of
80 mm [see Fig. 3(D)] from the back of the platform at which the spring
constant k, and thus the size of the spring, is minimized. It should be
noted, however, that any attachment point of less than 110 mm from the
bottom ring will provide a spring factor within 15% of the minimum
possible value.
The modified cage and leg mechanism are then integrated into the
AirBurr platform, as seen in Fig. 2. The platform requires four legs,
one for each quadrant, to be able to upright from any possible position
on its side. Instead of using a stiff (and thus heavy) leg attached to a
high-torque (also heavy) spring, we use flexible carbon-fiber beams that
integrate the spring within the leg itself. The legs are dimensioned to
provide the spring factor required by the model and are anchored near
the optimal attachment point using 3-D-printed plastic. Two carbon-

The first round of tests is aimed at measuring repeatability of the
uprighting motion on flat, smooth ground to show that the uprighting
motion is independent of the starting position. The platform is placed
upright, manually knocked over 20 times in random directions and
subsequently uprighted using the autonomous controller. Fig. 4(A)
shows the angle along the axis of the fuselage facing the ground during
uprighting, calculated using the on-board IMU. As the legs extend, the
platform rotates until two of the four legs are touching the ground,
which occurs in the first 5–10 s of the uprighting maneuver. These two
legs and the back ring form three points of contact and, thus, a stable
orientation for the rest of the uprighting maneuver. As there are four
legs symmetrically spaced around the platform, there are four stable
positions during uprighting, as can be seen in the figure. A typical
uprighting sequence is shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4(B) plots the angle between the fuselage and the ground (uprighting angle) for each uprighting trial. Irrespective of the starting
position, the platform consistently uprights at the same speed, between
20 and 25 s. The speed is limited by the motor and gear ratio selected
for the rollup mechanism, which are optimized for weight rather than
speed. This test successfully demonstrates the ability of the robot to
consistently upright irrespective of its starting ground position.
B. Adaptability to the Environment
The next set of experiments tests the mechanism’s adaptability to differences in surrounding obstacles, ground angles, and surface textures.
In each case, the experiment is run five times using the autonomous
controller and five times, using individual manual control of the four
legs, by a human operator. The success rate of the various experiments
is shown in Fig. 6.
The first set of experiments varies the angle of the ground between −15◦ and +15◦ to simulate the often uneven ground found in
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Fig. 3. Optimization of leg attachment position on the fuselage. (A) shows the different attachment positions modeled, each with a respective color. The leg
is made as long as possible while still remaining within the protective cage when retracted. All of these attachment positions will result in a rotation around the
bottom ring and not the top ring (3). (B) shows four example positions during the uprighting process. (C) plots the required spring factor at each angle during
uprighting. (D) plots the minimum spring factor that must be dimensioned for uprighting to be successful.

Fig. 4. Platform orientation sequences during 20 uprighting maneuvers, each
denoted by a different shade. (A) plots the robot’s leaning angle. (B) plots the
angle between the fuselage and the ground during uprighting.

unstructured environments. A second set of experiments varies the
ground texture between hardwood, carpet (found in typical indoor office environments), gravel (found in outdoor environments), and small
rocks (to simulate a cave environment). A third experiment evaluates

the performance of the mechanism in right-angle corners, a common
and difficult landing position for flying robots after a collision. The
prototype is placed on its side in a right-angle corner on hardwood,
with its base pointing first toward and then away from the corner.
As demonstrated, the mechanism works successfully in many common situations. In the cases where uprighting does not succeed, there
are several ways of increasing the success rate.
1) When the ground angle is below −15◦ [see Fig. 6(A)], the force
from the legs is only able to partially upright the platform. In
most of these cases, the platform is vertical enough to still be
able to take off, stabilize, and close its legs.
2) When the ground angle is above +15◦ , the platform topples over
itself and falls down the slope. In these cases, once again the
platform can take off before being fully upright, or close its legs
and upright a second time.
3) High-surface roughness can cause the carbon “feet” to occasionally get stuck [see Fig. 6(B)]. Retracting and then reextending
the legs can help the feet get unstuck.
4) Extending all four legs at once is not well suited for difficult situations, such as corners [see Fig. 6(C)], where the legs simultaneously push against walls or other obstacles. In such situations,
simply extending some legs and not others will lead to successful
uprighting.
Most of the failure modes are due to the simplicity of the on-board
automatic controller, which only opens or closes the four legs all at
once.
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From left to right, a typical uprighting sequence using the autonomous controller.

Fig. 6. Uprighting success rate for various environments based on five trials using the autonomous controller (purple) and five trials by a human operator (blue).
(A) plots uprighting on ground angles between +/−15◦ . (B) plots uprighting in various surface textures. (C) plots uprighting in corners.

C. Integration Into Flight Systems
The final experiment demonstrates that the mechanism can be integrated into a flying robot and not impede on its primary activity of
flying. The total weight of the mechanism, including legs, rollup mechanism, sensors, and electronics is 39.8 g, which represents 16% of the
total weight of the platform (250 g). The symmetry of the mechanism
about the fuselage does not significantly alter the COG or the flight
aerodynamics of the entire platform. The extra weight does, however,
reduce flight time from an average of 4:21 to 2:11 min (based on three
flights in each configuration with a full battery).
A series of five test flights are performed during which the robot is
kept flying for approximately 30 s, then purposely flown into a wall
causing the platform to drop to the flat, obstacle-free ground. In all
cases, the robot is able to upright itself autonomously and return to
flight within 30 s of the collision. A sample of these flights can be seen
in the accompanying video.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the basic theory of uprighting of a
rotorcraft platform after a collision as well as a method to design
active uprighting mechanisms that can be applied to many types of
flying robots. We, then, implemented the method on a tailsitter robot
that is capable of consistently uprighting the platform, preparing it
for subsequent takeoff. The mechanism was successful in a variety
of environmental conditions, including uneven terrain, varying surface
textures, and tight corners. Such a mechanism is a key requirement

in enabling flying robots to explore confined, cluttered environments
where contact with obstacles is inevitable.
The active uprighting mechanism described in this paper is a first
mechanical implementation that could be extended through improved
sensing and control. Initial investigations show that lightweight strain
gauges integrated into the legs can measure the shape of the leg and,
thus, the force it provides at its tip. Further, strain gauges can measure
tension in the string and, thus, contact with obstacles. Such information
can be leveraged to create a more intelligent controller that can extract
the platform from ever more complex situations.
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